Nourisher ($500,000+)  
Jerry Hansen*  
Kingbury Fund

Enricher ($250,000–$499,999)  
Anonymous  
Neil and Sandra Coss  
Suzanne Cook-Jozwik*  
Martin and Julie Starks

Gleaner ($100,000–$249,999)  
Anonymous  
Jane and Glenn Bullock  
Nate Carden and Beth Woods  
Diane Family Foundation  
Eliza Davies  
Jayne Faulkner  
Robert Franco and Joanna Powell  
Florence and Olov Gjovik*  
Joan Kelley  
Scott and Christine Malott  
Joan Moore  
Dick and Cindy Morehead  
Jerry and Ann Nerad  
The Wish Tree Fund

Harvester ($50,000–$99,999)  
Anonymous  
Starkey and Brenda Barnoski  
Frank and Joyce Bauer  
David and Louise Beaverton  
Nate Carden and Beth Woods  
Davies Family Foundation  
Eliza Davies  
Jayne Faulkner  
Robert Franco and Joanna Powell  
Florence and Olov Gjovik*  
Joan Kelley 

Gatherer ($25,000–$49,999)  
Anonymous  
Stacey and Dennis Barsema  
Frank and Joyce Bauer  
David and Louise Beaverton  
Nate Carden and Beth Woods  
Davies Family Foundation  
Eliza Davies  
Jayne Faulkner  
Robert Franco and Joanna Powell  
Florence and Olov Gjovik*  
Joan Kelley

Gardener ($10,000–$24,999)  
Anonymous  
Larry and Cynthia Allen  
Evelyn Alter  
Samuel and Chia Huei Amdur  
Lora Baskin and Mark Detmer  
Russell and Linda Bartmes  
John Berg  
Mervin and Onggoo Berman  
Paul and MaryEllen Bielat  
Jane and Glenn Bullock  
Nate Carden and Beth Woods  
Diane Family Foundation  
Eliza Davies  
Jayne Faulkner  
Robert Franco and Joanna Powell  
Florence and Olov Gjovik*  
Joan Kelley

* deceased
Gardener ($10,000 – $24,999) continued

Shelley Kuehneman
Thomas and Nancy Kuhl
Brian and Carla Lamps
Anne-Marie and Dave LaBota
Paul and Eileen Le Fort
Mendol Leader
David Lee
Greg and Margaret Lindley
Jerry Lindley
Rosemary Lux* 
Alex Makrenich
Shirley Mann and James Sawney
Carolyn and Fred Martens*
Matthew Matters and Tara Pilat-Mattis
Brian and Barbara McCready
J. and E. McDonald Family Fund
Patricia and Robert Moir
Brian and Jane Mostby
Nadine Moore
Lowell Naber
Peter and Elizabeth Nelson
Tomas and Elizabeth Nemcikas
Paul and Mary Neuuesta
Joseph and Jane Nevins
T. Joseph and Nancy O’Connor
Rachel and Michael Olevek
Julie and Shuchi Parsons
Jerry and Norma Penek
Allega, Grace, El and Sam Perkins
Carol and Stephen Peterson
John and Kris Petos
Theresa A. Petits
Matt and Erica Posthumus
HM Poulson Price Fund
Dale and Sarah Richardson
Patricia Rigs
Paul Rodriguez
Saul Rosenberg and Robin Mandel-Rosenberg
Susanne Ruos
Yehoshua and Luma Samagri
Steven Scott
Edward and Karen Sepke
Larry and Christie Shire
Janet and Bruce Shraie
Betsy Smith
Wayne Spamer
Carl and Donna Stapleton
Sequita Gift Fund
Catherine Suchy
Raleigh and Kathleen Sutton
Priscilla Swanson
Sadia and Eric Thomson
Marleen Turner
Gary and Nina Vanderpuel
Aaron and Cecilia VanDagten
Charles and Nancy Wakaze
Jane Walsh
Michael and Linda Walt
Bob C. Webber
Kenneth and Paula Weisman
Marla Willey
Erl Williams
John and Tamara White
Timothy and Maureen Zeller

Grower ($5,000 – $9,999)
Anonymous (25)
Jane Abel
Billy and Marcy Abt
Patti Accaro
Jenifer Allbrander
Beverly Allen
Richard and Janet Anderson
Angst Charitable Fund
Rayne Armour
Peter and Lucy Ascot
Mark and Roseanne Atkinson
David and Jenn Ausbrook
Jo and G. Diane Balke
Sandra Bass
Pamela Beaver
Douglas and Claudia Beckmann
Paul and Mary Benson
Peter and Beth Benson
Suzanne Birkeland and Marc Beem
Gregory and Cathleen Bertha
Charlene Bettag
Christopher and Christine Bird
Mark and Barbara Blank
Richard and Cynthia Box
Philp and Marilyn Borin
Jay and Randi Borine
Judith and David Boyer
Daniel Brummel
John Bryan
Janie Bresnahan
Scott and Arnieta Burns
The Byer Family
Mario and Elizabeth Cairo
Renée and Scott Carter
Gerald and Kristen Ceschin
Jeffrey Chestnutt and Lynn Coffey
J. Robert Christensen
Richard Cogswell and Esther Sourcesa
Grower ($5,000 – $9,999) (continued)

Sue and Bob Cook
Christopher Coates
Dalrymple Family Fund
Georgia Condon
Don Daudel
Sam C. DeFalco
Steven and Dorothy Dirks
Gerard Dibilities
Carol Doan
Timothy Dorney
Charles and Ruth Dow

Timothy Drexler and Tom William Earn
Courtney and Mike Dutter
Ellington Family
Frank and Mary Erwin
Cathy and Doug Ethridge
Barbara Falison
David and Cindy Filman
Mike Fark
Jason and Julie Franklin

David and Diane Friedman
Peter and Jean Garbincius
John and Deborah Gerken
Ryan and Sarah Gibbons
Robert and Roberta Goldman
Jamie and Lori Graham
Gina and Frank Grinamore
Jon and Martha Hagadorn
Leonard Hall
Scott and Julia Hamilton
John and Nancy Hartung
David Heig
Paul Herbert

Moses and LaCresha Herring
David and Karen Hilquist
Joseph Hrissakis and Britta Kaukans
Tim and Pitti Hodge
Robert Hoffer
Wendy Holmquist and Colle Backler
Robert and Arnie Hombach
Justin Hood
Susanne and David Horvath
B. Rino and June Hurst
Judy Hsu and Tracy Jablutt
Ilan Hurtado
Deborah and Russell Johnson
Lela Johnson and Ronald Harper
John and Elizabeth Julia
Jerry Jozwiak
Leith Satter
John and Jeanette Kett
Linda Kime
Robert and Stephanie Kluk
Jeanette Koops
Deedra and Steven Korwin
Nicholas Korwin
Greg and Karen Kupper
Dale A. Kyser
Brian and Carla Lampsa
Ken Landauer
Ronald and Kathleen Law
Chang and Monette Lawa
Don and Diane Lincoln
Peter and Karen Linde

Natalie Linley
Steven and Barbara Lippa
David** and Barbara Look
Anna Lorenc and John Vaccino
Jeanmarie Malherbe
Peter Machtich
Richard and Ann-Marie Malley
Leo and Morgo Make
Joshua Martell
Robert and Barbara Martin
Charles Mauzler

Thomas and Lynn Fisher McCane
Sandip Maiti and Rashmi Chugh
Warren Melonson
John and Margaret Merrion
Shirley Messersmith
Paul and Cindy Miller
Lisa and Keith Miner
John and Tenille Monheim
Mary Moreland
Joe Morrissey
Amy Morton and Robin Mihurn
John and Deborah Murphy
Doug and Diane Myers
Thomas and Cynthia Neary
Christian Nosek

Thomas Nick
Gregory and Beth Nolan
Mark and Charlene Novak
The NPP Charitable Fund
Thomas O'Donnell
Thomas and Lauren Orr
Joseph Petti
Matthew and Michelle Peters
Robert and Maria Peterson
Allan and Summer Pixton
Kevin and Patty Poorten
Grower ($5,000–$9,999) continued

Leland and Ellen Prosch
Lynn M Pullan
Frederick Radloff and Marilyn Smilie
Karen Richards
Andrea Richardson
Eileen and Timothy Rico
Nick and Patricia Rolfe
Peggy and George Roth
Daniel and Patricia Roush
William Rowe
Ruth Ruffer
James Sansone
David and Midge Schafer
Abigail and Devon Schafer
Jean Schiatt
Barbara Sennello
Jeanne Shagg
John Shoder
Sharon Sinko
Reuben and Carolyn Stone
Martin and Alyse Smirsch
April and Frank Smith
Steven and Lori Smith
Ann and Robert Soderstrom
Chris and Sara Solem
Michael and Krista Sorensen
Robert Stephen
Michael Stebler and Nancy Hart
Anthony and Angela Sugge
Bhaskaran Swaminathan
Cheryl Swords
Cathy and James Truesdale
John and Lois Van Newenhuizen
James Vanheiken
John and Yvonne Vasicek
John and Pat Vichla
Robert Wagner
Lynne Walderland
Susan Wallenstein
David Wang and Beth Coughlin
Lawrence and Melissa Wainvow
Barbara Weiner
Janet and Stephen Westfall
Bob and Maria Westropp
James Weybert
John and Susan Wick
Erin Wilcoxen
Stephen and Sherry Willis
James Roach and Gayle Woods
The Yurko Family
Jacqueline Zwerner

Plantter ($2,500–$4,999)

Anonymous (47)
Linda Allison
The Anders
Scott and Amy Anders
Charles and Marcia Anderson
Clyde Anderson
Mark and Patricia Anderson
Judith and Robert Andretich
Rene and Michael Averett
Azarbad Family
Katherine A. Balek
John Balzer
Robert and Joyce Balzer
Barone Charitable Contributions
Karen and James Barnes
Russell Bartz
Joseph and Mary Diane Battisto
Fred and Kathleen Bauters
Janet R. Bean
Linda Becker
Steve and Tammy Benner
Donald Berta and Mary Bellford
Thomas Biemann
The Blazer Family
Richard and Sara Blomquist
Monica Blum
Chris Boher
Brandon Bolley
The Borman-Full Family
Mark and Lori Bostelle
Dennis and Lois Brocco
Chad Brandenburg
Traci and Nathan Breen
Kevin and Margaret Brinmer
Gregory and Jean Brinkmeyer
Ellen Broman
Debra Brosterman
Thomas and Judy Buck
Christopher R. Bulluck
Shara Burgin
James and Jennifer Burke
Hester Bury
Butler Family Charitable Gift Fund
Sharon Canter
Marc and Wilma Carmichael
Judith Carringer
Linda Carroll-Evans
Chris and Jenny Cherry
Peter Clancy
The Florence Cohen Giving Fund
Jeffrey and Marilyn Connor
Rita Cooper
Jennifer Craig Cordova
Dana and Shelly Crowley
Timothy and Elizabeth Cummins
Steven and Cynthia Delberg
Paty Delrich
Samuel and Sharon Delisi
Samuel Deluna
Ray and Isla Denson
Dave and Kay DiVerde
Doyle Family Fund
Paul Dryden and Yvette Baxter-Dryton
Carl Dumoulin
Aaron Dworin
David and Lisette Edmonds
Patrick and Jennifer Eider
Richard and Lana Engen
Christine Erickson
Helgo Erta
Dennis Erwin
Joe Espinosa
Judith Eylander
Cathy and Edward Fantoni Mark and Cheri Farina
John and Judy Fatheree
John Ficks
Deborah Flanery
Irene Fox
Terry and Margaret Gladdone
Robert and Sandra Gleason
Matthew and Kathy Golland
Mary Gorman
Terry and Renee Graber
Anne Grammick
Sarah Graves
John and Kimberly Griffin
Michael Grilli
Judith Gutweiler
Ray and Denise Hale
Janet and Thomas Hall
Madeleine Halpern
Richard and Sandra Hansan
In Memory of Colonel Thomas M. Hartlin, USMC
Michelle Hans
Charles and Charlotte Hansen
Deborah Haude and Bob Meehler
Ronald Haynes
Gail Heckman
Jack Heise
Michael and Kathy Hendershott
Ann Henderson
Thomas Herrilford
Michael and Diane Hettinger
Rosalie Hewitt
Glen and Barbara Herlala
George Hilt
Stephen and Catherine Holmes
Raymond Horton
Kathryn Houseman
Steve and Meghan Hoormayer
Robert Huey
Emily and Michael Hughes
Andrew and Elizabeth Hull
Sharon K. Hull
Syed and Azra Hussain
Glen and Kathy Irig
Tammy and Dan Incapreos
Judith and Mark Inserra
Carla Invik
Kathy and Paul Jacobs
Terrence E. Jakubiec*
Gregory and Helen Jenko
Jeffrey Jens and Ann Boisclair
Patricia Johannsen
Larry Johnson
Rhetta Johnson
Scott and Mary Johnson
David Jones and Sandra McClain-Jones
Jeffrey Jones and Lisa Duran
Karen and Michael Joyce
Scott Kamins
Sherman and Eileen Kaplan
Kelvin and Dawn Keach
Katherine Kehoe
Daniel and Jennifer Kelly
Emily Kessler
Rich Killian
Sonja Laughlin Koenig
Linda Koester
Todd and Jennifer Kolber
Thomas and Deborah Konen
Carol Korzen
Andrew and Susan Kramer
Sylvia Kolesnik and David Misenheimer
Eugene and Victoria Rosemann
Antoinette and Daniel Lambert
Kurt Lanning and Carol Bier-Lanning
Timothy and Margaret Laughlin
William and Laura Leavens
The Leatherbury Family
Lawrence and Ellen Lernert
Karen Lebold
Franklin and Deborah Leibow
Frank Lenesque
Tenn and Martina Linders
Kenneth and Gail Lindner
Franklin and Barbette Lobello
Srinivas Mentera
Lawrence and Barbara Margolis
Daniel and Angela Martzwalter
William and Carol Marsh
David Martinet
Alice Mathews
Janice and Larry Mayehofler
A. Nicole Mazur
Cynthia S. Mazze
Jerry and Susan McGaugh
David and Maria McGrath Fund
Samir Medhekar
Ted Memmok
Bruce Miller
Lynn Miller
William and Katherine Miller
Yvonne Miller
John Milner
Robert Monahan
Edwin and Marcia Moore
Timothy Morris
John Morrissey
Susan Morrow
Patti Mulligan
M. Moor
Hidayatullah Mursini and Shamim Patel
Terry Murphy
Frank and Patricia Nama
Larry and Dawn Neal
Boyd Nelson
Mark and Carol Nelson
Paula Nelson
Scott Nemes
Vicki Newell
Sarah and Don Newman
Julie and David Nichols
Frank and Mary Nitsch
Larry Nudelman
John and Linda Nordin
Gary and M. Kimberley Nordmark
Susan Norvich
Kenneth Numanowski
Mary O'Brien
Martin and Maureen O'Connell
Brent and Susan Oliwanski
Thomas Pace
Wilfred and Susan Palombella
Roger and Laurence Pardell
J. Michael and Mary Jo Patch
H. Sonnek and Susan Petersen
Valerie Phillips
Linda Puchett
Lawrence and Shelby Pilon
Robert Pollock and Carol Schelling
Lisa Pommer
Judith Porter
Rose Powell
Linda Powers
Philip Prather
Paul and Jo Ann Prall
Jamie Prenovost
Sandra Proctor

Beth Puzon
Barbara and Lester Raff
Theresa Rainelli
Uma Rao
The Barbara and Glenn Reed Family Charitable Fund
C. Michael Renae
Katherine Rees Brooks
Douglas Renz
Ann and Ron Richards
Franklin and Lorneen Richards
Mark and Michelle Reiner
Barton Ritchey
Edgar and Carol Ritchman
A. F. Robinson
Erik and Neleika Ruffaken
June Rongved and Ernie Hall
Daniel Ropp
Jerry Roseland
Elizabeth Rosenberg
Caroline Rossow
Russ and Julie Rothermel
Bernard and Karen Rudnik
Matthew Ryan
Lorraine Ryg
Kevin Sanchez
Margaret and Alan Saunders
Phyllis Scanlan
Lawrence Schab
Thomas Schevers and Jennifer Greko Schevers
Danell and Delaine Schilz
Bill Schur
Stephen and C. Darby Schopp
Joaquin Schultz
Brett and Anna Schwartz
Gregory and Laura Schwartz
Paul and Donna Schwartz
Craig and Elizabeth Swann
Upendra and Sonal Shah
The Sheibl Family
Luis J. Sheridan
David Shimer and Nancy Wallace
Deborah and William Shust
Gregory and Kathy Lee Simanovich
Maevan and David Spies
Jaye Small
Philip Soltan
David Sommers
Donna Spelman
In Memory of Dominic P. Spinazze
Donald Slager
Frederick Stanton
Cherry Stoddard
Thomas Stoba
Courtney Stone and Ben Plamp
Jon and Sandra Summerbell
Paul Sverda
Jonathan and Joanne Swanson
Thomas and Carolyn Swann
Susan Swink
Jeff Talmont
Richard Teltay
David and Norma Thompson
John and Becco Toffini
Nancy Valenta and Gordon Warner
Thomas and Rebecca Vander Veen
Susan Vanderberg
Monique and Charles Vodicka
John Walton
PhyllisWarmack
Robert and Laura Welch
Jessica Wells-Cannon
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph White
Phyllis and Donald White
Sandra and David Whitmore
Stephen and Janelle Whitney
David Wicks
Janice Williams
Stephen Wilson
Eugene Winneker
In memory of William E. Winter
Gary Withall
David Witte
Robert and Cynthia Wunderlich
Kenneth James Yager
Frances Yoder
Mary and Robert Zorc
Arthur and Gail Zwemke
Thomas Zyck

* deceased